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Bell Expands Outdoor Decorator Switch Cover Line  
 
South Bend, Indiana October 22, 2019 – Bell expands its unique weatherproof decorator 
style switch cover line with new colors. The first of their kind on the market, these products 
offer convenience and weatherproof safety for outdoor lifestyles. The Bell Outdoor brand, part 
of Hubbell Commercial Construction, provides innovative electrical products to industrial, 
commercial and residential markets. 
 
The Bell Weatherproof Decorator Switch Cover product line now adds White and Bronze 
colors to 2 gang and 3 gang covers. Previously, they were only available in Gray. Now all three 
colors are available across the line. Part of Bell’s Outdoor Comforts™ line, the switch covers 
enhance outdoor living spaces with the same convenience and comfort as indoors. 
 
These covers provide convenient on/off rocker functions just like uncovered indoor Decorator 
style switches. An internal elastomer membrane provides weatherproof protection for the 
switch underneath. These models are compatible with single pole or 3-way Decorator 
switches. Also available is a kit that includes a gray single gang cover with a 15A single pole 
decorator style device. 
 
Bell’s Outdoor Decorator Switch Covers provide homeowners an easy solution to upgrade to 
contemporary switches for today’s outdoor living. Attractive appearance combines with ease of 
use. Applications include exterior wall mounted patio and deck lighting, BBQ islands, pool & 
spa controls and more. These products are also suitable for use in commercial applications. 
 
Bell Weatherproof Decorator Switch Covers are available now. Find more information at 
www.hubbell.com.  
 
Watch the video. 
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### 
 
About Hubbell Commercial Construction 
Hubbell Commercial Construction includes five brands that provide innovative and cost-effective electrical 
products with superior customer service for commercial and/or residential markets. RACO creates electrical 
boxes, covers, and fittings. TayMac crafts “while in use” covers for outdoor electrical applications. Bell produces 
weatherproof boxes, covers and outdoor lighting. Wiegmann offers the most complete line of electrical enclosures 
for OEM, Commercial Construction, and MRO markets. Acme manufactures power conversion and conditioning 
equipment for industrial, commercial and OEM applications.  
 



 

These historic brands are part of Hubbell Inc., one of the largest electrical manufacturers in North America. The 
company's history of innovation extends back to 1889. Founder Harvey Hubbell invented the pull chain light 
switch and duplex receptacle. 
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